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F. No. 3349-XXI-B(One)-2021.-In exercise of the powers conferred by the proviso to article 309 of the
Constitution of India, the Governor of Madhya Pradesh, hereby makes the following amendments in the Madliya
Pradesh Judicial Service q`ecruitment and Conditions of Service) Rules, 1994, namely:-

ARENDRENT
In the said rules,i.

For rule 16, the following rule shall be sustituted, namely:-

"16.

Superannuation Age:~

(I) (a)

Subject to the provisions of sub-rule (2) and (3) every member of the service shall rctire from
the services in the afternoon c)f the last day of the month, in which he attains the age of 60

(Sixty) years provided he is found fit and suitable to continue after 58 (fifty eight) years of age
in service by the High Court:

Provided that a member of service whose date of birth is the first day of a month shall retire from service
in the afternoon of the last day of the preceding month on attaining the age of 60 (Sixty) years.
(b)

Without prejudice to the provisions contained in sub-rule (2) a member of the service not found
fit and suitable shall be compulsorily be retired on his attaining the age of 58 Years.
F=

(2)

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contain in these Rules or any other rules for the time
being in force. a member of the service may, in public interest, be retired at any time after he

has completed 10 years of service, or on attaining the age of 50 years, whichever is earlier.
(3)

For the purpose of the sub-rule (i) and (2), the Chief Justice m<iy constitute a Screening Committee
for the scrutiny and assessment of such member of the service, based on his past record of

service, character rolls, quality of judgments/orders and other relevant matters like his integrity,
reputation and utility to the Service etc.
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After rule 16A, the following rule shall be added, namely:-

"16. AA.

Resignation and Execution of Bond.~

`The candidate upon regular appointment, will execute a Bond for a sum of Rs. Five lacs, and give an

undertaking that, after joining service he will serve for a minimum period of three years. In

case he resigns from service or leaves service in any other manner, before the above mentioned
period, he shall pay a sum of Rs. five lacs or three months pay and allowances, whichever is
higher. In case of breach Of conditions, the entire amount of the Bond would be liable to

be forfeited:
Provided that where the officer is tendering resignation for accepting the job in the Central Goverlment
or the State Government of Madhya Pradesh, with prior permission he may not be required to

pay the amount of bond.".
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